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Abstract: As the backbone of every blockchain application, the consensus protocol is impacted by
numerous risks, namely resource requirements and energy consumption, which limit the usage
of blockchain. Applications such as IoT/IIoT cannot use these high-cost consensus methods due
to limited resources. Therefore, we introduce Delegated Proof of Accessibility (DPoAC), a new
consensus technique that employs secret sharing, PoS with random selection, and an interplanetary
file system (IPFS).DPoAC is decomposed into two stages. During the initial stage, a secret is generated
by a randomly chosen super node and divided into n shares. These shares are encrypted and stored
in different n nodes on the IPFS network. The nodes will compete to access these shareholders to
reconstruct the secret. The winning node will be awarded block generation rights. PoS with random
selection is used in the second stage to compute the appropriate hash value and construct a block
with valid transactions. In this novel approach, a node with few computational resources and small
stakes can still obtain block generation rights by providing access to secret shares and reconstructing
the secret, making the system reasonably fair. We qualitatively analyze and compare our scheme
based on performance parameters against existing mainstream consensus protocols in the context of
IoT/IIoT networks.

Keywords: blockchain; consensus; DPoAC; secret sharing; IPFS; IoT; IIoT

MSC: 68w10

1. Introduction

Following the success of Bitcoin, blockchain technologies have been gaining popularity.
Blockchain has become an interesting option for academics and researchers due to its
intrinsic characteristics, such as the absence of central authority, transparency, and security.
Blockchain is among the most revolutionary innovations, with the ability to transform
the behavior of many operations and industries [1]. Blockchain is essentially a peer-to-
peer network of nodes that facilitates communication across several non trusting nodes in
order to add new blocks to the end of an existing blockchain while keeping the previous
blocks intact [2]. The blockchain framework comprises various layers. The network
layer, consensus layer, data model layer, execution layer, and application layer are the five
essential layers that are relevant to practically any blockchain application [2]. The consensus
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protocol, which resides at the consensus layer, is critical in determining network security
and performance measures. Consensus mechanisms are a core component of the long-term
stability of a blockchain system. The potential of a system to verify the accuracy and
authenticity of a block without the involvement of a trusted intermediary is a significant
benefit of using a blockchain application [3]. Despite the lack of centralized control over
transaction validation and confirmation, blockchain claims that every transaction is entirely
secure and verified [3]. The existence of a consensus algorithm, as a key component of any
blockchain network, is the driving force behind it.

Most modern blockchain solutions are incapable of satisfying the demands of any
large-scale real-world application due to significant restrictions imposed by scalability,
security, and performance. Many of these constraints are the result of issues generated by
the underpinning consensus. The development of more realistic blockchain networks is
centered on consensus mechanisms [3]. Consequently, a variety of consensus protocols
have been devised to optimize the efficiency of blockchain systems while addressing the
unique needs of application domains [2].

Proof of Work (PoW), Proof of Stake (PoS), Proof of Activity (PoA), and Delegated
Proof of Stake (DPoS) are some mainstream consensus methods that already exist and
have been evaluated in the blockchain context [2]. In PoW, participants are required
to solve a computationally intensive puzzle, making the process very hard, expensive,
and time-consuming. Because of the high resource requirements of PoW, it is unsuited
for low-resource applications such as IoT/IIoT. Thus, many variants of PoW have been
implemented; one such alternative is PoS, in which a node has to deposit some amount
of cryptocurrency to receive the block generation rights. The core principle is that nodes
with higher stakes are more valuable than other nodes, hence the potential of a node
being honest is quite high; otherwise, they would lose their stake invested in the network.
However, in this approach, nodes with greater stakes would become richer, and they would
have the incentive to create more and more blocks than nodes with lower stakes. The stake
deposited to participate in the block generation process becomes too high for smaller stake
nodes beyond a certain number of blocks being created, prompting small stake-holding
nodes to quit the network, limiting scalability and increasing network monopoly.

In addition to these two most common consensus algorithms, there are some other
variants also such as DPoS and PoA. DPoS is more effective, faster, and more decentral-
ized as compared to PoS. A set of nodes is selected in the network as delegates by an
election mechanism through stakeholders. These delegators will generate a new block
according to a predetermined pattern, and if a delegator fails to create a block in its turn,
then it will be removed. In comparison to PoW and PoS, DPoS is a more cost-effective
and high-performance consensus protocol [2]. However, voting cannot prevent the selec-
tion of fraudulent nodes, particularly when the network is small, and may pose certain
security threats.

As the Bitcoin reward becomes halved for every 210,000 blocks mined and the time
when it becomes obsolete, miners tend to lose their motivation to participate in the mining
process. Hence, miners would demand high transaction fees with respect to the computing
resources involved in the mining process. Therefore, these conflicts have been addressed
in a hybrid approach called Proof of Activity (PoA), which is a combination of PoW and
PoS. This approach is decomposed into two stages. During the first stage, it works as a
pure PoW to create a block header by solving a computational puzzle. In the next stage, a
set of N validators is chosen based on their stake, to validate the transactions present in a
block one by one, and after N confirmation, that block is appended to the existing chain.
The rewards to create the block are shared among the miner who is the winner of the first
stage and N validators on an equal basis. However, this approach also suffers from huge
resource requirements and is relatively complex to implement.

Existing IoT devices have limited computational capabilities in terms of processing
and capabilities. In addition, the security and scalability concerns of IoT devices could
be addressed by integrating blockchain into IoT/IIoT applications. As a decentralized
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framework, blockchain minimizes the possibility of a single point of failure and enhances
security. Data are distributed throughout the network rather than being stored on a single
server, which enhances scalability. Therefore, blockchain could be the perfect choice to
complement the limitations of IoT devices. However, the existing mainstream consensus
mechanisms share several limitations, including limited efficiency, excessive power us-
age, and high resource requirements. For these constraints, blockchain applications are
impracticable, particularly in the IoT/IIoT environment [4].

Such concerns prompt us to introduce a novel consensus protocol that inherits the ben-
efits of existing consensus protocols. Therefore, in this paper, we proposed Delegated Proof
of Accessibility (DPoAC), a novel consensus protocol derived from the novel techniques
Proof of Accessibility and Proof of Stake with randomized selection.

Our contributions could be summarized as follows:

(a) We propose a novel consensus protocol, DPoAC, based on secret sharing and capable
of solving the limitations of high resource requirements and reduced efficiency faced
by current consensus methods.

(b) We performed qualitative analysis of this proposed consensus algorithm in terms
of important parameters such as fault tolerance, resource saving, computational
complexity, and security.

The remaining paper is structured into the following sections. We present some pre-
liminary concepts in Section 2 to enable readers to comprehend the information employed
in the proposed approach. Section 3 focuses on some related work in the existing literature.
The problem statement is defined in the following section. Section 5 defines a model for
the proposed system. Section 6 contains a description and flow diagrams of our proposed
consensus algorithm. Section 7 evaluates our novel protocol against various parameters
such as security, fault tolerance, and so on. Section 8 provides a discussion on existing
consensus algorithms and their comparison with DPoAC, particularly in IoT systems,
before concluding our work.

2. Preliminary Concepts

An outline of the basic concepts used in the design of our consensus protocol is
included in this part. To begin with, we introduce the consensus formally and its key
properties. Then, we discuss threshold cryptography, secret sharing, interplanetary file
systems, and distributed hash tables.

2.1. Consensus

Definition 1. (Consensus). Assume t nodes in an n-node network are dishonest. As illustrated in
Figure 1, the consensus is said to be achieved if the under-mentioned characteristics are satisfied.

(a) Agreement: All honest nodes must reach the same agreement.
(b) Validity: The agreed-upon value is one among many input values held by nodes.
(c) Termination: All honest nodes must terminate within a predetermined time.
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The security evaluation of any consensus protocol is often assessed with this characteristic-
based approach, which involves the demonstration of the process to satisfy certain criteria
that include agreement, validity, and termination. The largest number of dishonest nodes
acceptable by a protocol along with the termination time of honest nodes and complexity of
communication are some prominent factors to describe the quality of a consensus protocol.

2.2. Threshold Cryptography

Threshold cryptography [5,6] allows a secret-owner to share a secret with a set of
users. A (k, n)-threshold approach creates and distributes n shares of the secret among the
parties [7]. A minimum of k distinct shares must be integrated to reassemble the secret.
Therefore, the strengths of threshold cryptography are not only leveraged by distribution
of trust but also through fault tolerance [8].

2.3. Secret Sharing
2.3.1. Additive Secret Sharing (ASS)

In this scheme [9], a secret S is segmented into n unique additive shares [S]k , k ∈ [1, n]
such that ∑n

k=0[S]k = S where S∈R (a field). ASS in particular is an (n, n)-threshold scheme
that requires knowledge of all the n shares in order to reconstruct the secret S. ASS is a linear
secret sharing scheme that performs a linear operation ∑n

k=0(Sk ± rk) = S ± b , where rk is
a random number chosen locally. Every party must perform Sk ± rk locally, and the result
in additive form is shared across others [10].

2.3.2. Shamir’s Secret Sharing (SSS)

SSS is a distributed mechanism to protect a secret, most commonly to secure other
encryption keys. The secret is divided into several parts known as shares. The initial
secret is reassembled with the help of these individual shares. A certain amount of shares
is required to uncover the secret through SSS. This is referred to as the threshold, and
it denotes the minimum necessary of shares required to reveal the secret [5]. To better
understand the SSS scheme, the secret is some data S that are decomposed into n distinct
parts, S1 , S2 , . . . Sn, in such a way that the following conditions satisfy [6]:

1. Knowledge of atleast k number of distinct Si parts is required to determineoriginal
data S.

2. If there is knowledge of only≤k− 1 parts of Si, then it becomes difficult to reconstruct
original data S, leading to S being undetermined.

Here, only k data parts out of n are required to regenerate the original secret; therefore,
it is known as the (k, n)—threshold scheme. Two points are required to plot a line, while a
parabola requires three points to uniquely identify [11]. Similarly, the basic principle of SSS
is built on the Lagrange interpolation theorem, which states that k points are sufficient to
uniquely identify a polynomial with a degree less than or equal to k − 1.

The SSS scheme must fulfill some useful properties also listed as follows [11]:

• Secure: The secret data are generated with information-theoretic security if the adver-
sary does not acquire any extra information while executing the real-world protocol
than the information it obtains under ideal settings with central control.

• Minimal: The size of the original data must be greater than that of the size of the
individual part.

• Dynamic: Without altering the secret, security may be readily improved by modifying
the polynomial f (x) on a regular basis and allocating fresh shares to the parties.

• Flexible: Each member could be allocated a variable amount of shares based on their
role inside the organization. Because of this weighting technique, higher-ranking
participants receive a large amount of shares from the total number of shares available.
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Theorem 1. (Lagrange interpolation). Assume a finite field F . Then, k distinct pairs (xi, yi )
produce a polynomial f (x) of degree ≤ k−1 such that f (xi) = yi Let k − 1 < |F| so that all xi

′s
are unique. Then, f (x) is calculated as:

f (x) =
k

∑
i=0

yi

.

∏
1≤j≤k

i 6=j

x− xj

xi − xj
(1)

To share the secret S as S→ S1 , S2 , . . . Sn, the following steps are employed:

• Select a sufficiently big prime number as P and assume F = Z/pZ .

• Select coefficients f1 , f2 , . . . fk−1 ∈ F , which are to be the coefficients of degree k − 1
polynomial f .

• f (z) = f 0 + f 1z + . . . + f k − 1zk−1, where f0 = S.

• Determine the value of each fi and assign it to user i.

SSS reconstruction is built on the Lagrange interpolation theorem presented in (1),
which can be seen in Figure 2. If k parties are involved and fi represents the ith party,
then using k points on the polynomial curve with degree ≤ (k − 1) enables calculation
of the specific coefficients to a polynomial with (k − 1) degree. The coefficient f0 in the
polynomial defines the secret S. From any collection of k shares, f0 could be revealed
through an interpolation given below [4]:

f (x) =
k

∑
i=0

yi

.

∏
1≤j≤k

i 6=j

x− xj

xi − xj
� f (0) =

k

∑
i=0

yi

.

∏
1≤j≤k

i 6=j

xj

xj − xi
(2)
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2.4. Interplanetary File System (IPFS)

The interplanetary file system (IPFS) is a peer-to-peer distributed file system that is
viewed as an alternative to HTTP [12,13]. In contrast to HTTP, content-based indexing is
employed in IPFS; whenever a file is added to the system, it is separated into pieces of
256 kB. Each of these pieces contains object data and references to be stored in a Merkle
DAG. The system provides a single hash known as the base content identifier (CID), which
is then used to retrieve the file from IPFS. Such hash creation also ensures network de
duplication since the same hash is generated from a file when it is uploaded to IPFS
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repeatedly, and even a slight variation in the file will result in a totally different base CID
hash [14]. Distributed hash tables (DHTs) are used to store data on IPFS; the distributed
part allows recent hash tables to be made available in multiple locations [15].

2.5. Distributed Hash Table (DHT)

DHTs are primarily used in P2P networks to record and maintain information. A dis-
tributed hash table (DHT) is a decentralized solution to provide a lookup structure similar
to a hash table to keep index-value pairs, and individual participants could effectively
obtain the value linked to a specific index. The DHT is used by IPFS and other decentralized
content systems to allow routing, discovery of content, and peers on the network.

3. Related Work

Naz et al. [16] presented a blockchain-enabled data sharing and digital assets delivery
system by making use of IPFS. By executing the authorization functions in an owner-written
smart contract, this approach improves security and access control. The proposed system
was implemented on a private Ethereum blockchain. Due to the encryption provided by
the Shamir secret sharing scheme to IPFS data hashes, access to data is restricted to those
clients who have pending digital content payments. As a result, the owner is protected
from any kind of hash leaking to an illegitimate user. Moreover, the smart contract for
the review system may assist users in looking for and posting reviews. The simulation
results for energy consumption and economic evaluation of the proposed system have
been performed.

Zhang et al. [17] offered a novel blockchain-enabled hierarchical threshold secret
sharing approach. Private shares are allocated among multiple tiers of users in the system,
and the secret can be obtained by any permitted subset of those users. Smart contracts
were created to detect malicious activities and to maintain the integrity of the secret sharing
procedure. If users do not abide by the rules honestly, fraudulent activity may be identified,
leading to financial penalties. Finally, without a central authority, participants can recreate
the secret in a fair manner.

Kudin et al. [18] proposed a theoretical consensus method named Proof of Accuracy
(PoA). In PoA, the work of identifying the block leader is based on solving a problem
with a specific computational complexity threshold, similar to Proof of Work, as well as
providing proof to access input data necessary to solve the problem. A theoretical concept
was provided without implementation details.

Liang et al. [19] explored a secure fabric-based data transport system using the SSS
technique to move data across trading hubs using a secret-based system. A data consensus
algorithm is used to store data in a flexible linked-based storage solution. However, this
technique is intended for modest applications, and the importance of power data security
is ignored.

Online data stored on a central server managed by a single organization are vulnerable
to a variety of attacks. Masayuki et al. [4] suggested secure storage without a central server.
Personal data are protected from malicious parties. Using a secret sharing mechanism,
each user’s information is divided into segments. These segments are saved on distinct
network nodes. By masking most essential traits of data, they are turned into metadata. For
reconstructing the original data, a user may search for network nodes containing the data
segments. This suggested system is trustworthy because it allows a user to recognize target
data even when peer nodes change. Furthermore, utilizing the majority rule consensus, a
fraudulent node may be discovered by other network nodes. However, system security is
not assessed in a quantitative manner.

Geng et al. [20] proposed an enhanced consensus system that incorporates a verifiable
secret sharing scheme in the context of a large blockchain network. Privacy preservation is
ensured by verifiable secret sharing, and secure multiparty computation is used to enhance
security, efficiency, and fairness.
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Zhou et al. [21] explored the privacy protection features of secure multiparty com-
putation in the permissioned blockchain. This work integrated a secure MPC protocol in
Hyperledger Fabric. The proposed protocol used secret sharing Homomorphic encryption
and zero-knowledge proof.

Andrian et al. [22] highlighted the use of IPFS to increase data availability and through-
put by distributing data onto distinct IPFS nodes. A real-time monitoring system was
added to provide data flow and node status. The performance of the proposed system was
compared with existing systems, and the experimental results proved that the proposed
IPFS-based system can minimize the file replication time and improve throughput.

Hoogerwerf et al. [23] explored an efficient method for generating joint random
numbers in a multi-party context. The involved parties independently produced random
number via bit-wise sharing and merged them to generate a final secret value.

4. Problem Statement

A consensus mechanism, which serves as the backbone of every BC application, has a
significant impact on the functionality and efficiency of the underlying BC. The consensus
mechanism is the process of obtaining an agreement on a piece of information from the ma-
jority of nodes in a distributed environment. Consensus methods are designed to preserve
consistency in a network with several faulty nodes; as a result, certain communications
must be assumed unavailable, and the consensus process must be fault-tolerant. These pro-
tocols determine which nodes can contribute new blocks to the chain. Blockchain consensus
algorithms are divided into two types: proof-based protocols and voting-based protocols.
The former needs participants to submit evidence of resources or efforts consumed to
execute a computationally intensive activity, while the latter requires a majority of votes
from participants to decide whether to add a new block or which node is permitted to
produce a new block. Hence, the potential for boosting the effectiveness of the blockchain
network is totally dependent on the underpinning consensus process. Therefore, our study
addresses the following research question:

RQ: How to improve the performance of blockchain in IoT/IIoT applications?

To answer this question, we proposed a novel consensus protocol (DPoAC), which
would be capable of improving the overall performance of the BC network and more
suitable to integrate the blockchain into the IoT/IIoT ecosystem.

As the client–server paradigm is used in IoT systems to store and process data across
numerous IoT devices, there are always reliability and privacy vulnerabilities in the event
of a single point of failure or server collusion. To tackle this, we will employ IPFS, a P2P
decentralized version-controlled file system, where each file is content-addressable and
indexed with its own hash value. IPFS file hashes may be easily saved on the blockchain
as well. Therefore, IPFS could act as an excellent foundation for designing an IoT-based
decentralized access control system [24].

5. System Design

We present a design of our planned system model in this part as depicted in Figure 3.
The below-listed entities and modules compose the proposed model.

5.1. Entities

• Delegated Super Node: A node is chosen randomly from a set of delegated nodes to
initiate the process of allocating block creation rights among other nodes.

• P2P Nodes: Each node in a P2P network is a P2P node that has a pair of public and
secret keys along with other metadata.

• Miner Nodes: Nodes with specialized capabilities that are capable of revealing the
secret number generated by the delegated super node within time constraints.

• Secret Shareholders: P2P nodes that would be used to hold the secret shares generated
by the system and are obliged to share among their peers who have been identified
as authentic.
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• Forger Node: Anode that has successfully revealed the secret number and is assigned
as a block creator.
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5.2. Modules

1. Secret Generation and Distribution: A delegated super node is chosen at random to
generate a random secret number, say S, and the hash of this number S, which is
unknown to P2P participants, is computed as H(S) and preserved via a (k, n)-threshold
cryptographic protocol like the Shamir secret sharing protocol. Following that, the
secret number S is divided into n multiple shares or parts. These shares are then
encrypted, and utilizing the IPFS protocol, these encrypted shares, together with
metadata, are recorded on different shareholders. The value H(S) will be broadcasted
to all other nodes.

2. Secret Shares Retrieval: A collection of a minimum of k shares from a total of n shares
is necessary to reveal a secret. Therefore, IPFS nodes holding the secret shares are
accessed by miner nodes or the nodes that need to become the block creator. The first
node that has accessed and collected k shares will be able to reveal the secret and
proves this to the delegated super node. All other nodes will verify that the node
has accessed the shares and revealed the correct secret by verifying it against the
value H(S).

3. Block Creation and Verification: Once a node has proved that it has accessed all the
shareholders and revealed the correct secret generated by the super node, it will be
assigned to create the block creation rights; we named this node forger node. A forger
uses its secret key to calculate an encrypted value from the hash of its predecessor
block. The hash of this encrypted value is then calculated, and the first 64 bits of
the resultant hash value are termed as “hit value”. The inclusion of the secret key in
the above computation ensures that a unique hit value is derived exclusively from
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a forger. For the forging, a node producing a hit value less than that of the “target
value” is selected [2]. The target value is obtained by using (3).

Target value = Tb × L× Se (3)

where Tb = “base target value” = previous block target value × time consumed to
forging that block, L = time elapsed since the last block forged, and Se = amount
of reputation coins accumulated or staked [2]. Once a block has been created, it is
disseminated to other P2P nodes for verification. The block will be stored on the
blockchain if more than half of the network nodes have verified it.

4. Block Rewards and Penalty: If a forger successfully creates a block and that block is
verified by the majority of P2P nodes, then the forger and super node will be entitled
to receive rewards in terms of reputation coins with an 80-20 ratio, respectively. On the
other hand, if a forger attempts to construct a fraudulent block, then staked reputation
coins will be lost, and that forger will have to wait for a specified amount of time to
take part in the next block creation round. This type of mechanism will protect the
system against malicious attacks.

6. Proposed Consensus Algorithm (Delegated Proof of Accessibility)

Though many consensus algorithms exist in the literature, they all come with various
shortcomings such as efficiency, energy consumption, and privacy concerns. We propose a new
consensus algorithm, Delegated Proof of Accessibility, based on secret sharing and proof of stake
with randomized selection. The algorithm is divided into two phases: (a) Proof of Accessibility
and (b) PoS using randomized selection, as shown in Figures 4 and 5, respectively.
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6.1. Phase 1 (Proof of Accessibility)

1. If the transaction pool is not empty, then a node is chosen randomly from a set of
delegators as a super node.

2. The super node will generate a secret number S using Shamir’s secret sharing algorithm.
3. Compute the hash value of this secret number and store it as H(S).
4. Decompose S into N different shares/parts as S→ S1 , S2 , . . . Sn.
5. Encrypt each Si share as Sie and compute the hash value of each encrypted share as

CIDi = H(Sie), and these shares must be stored on atleast n distinct nodes using IPFS.
6. Broadcast the CID of secret shareholders on IPFS and H(S) to the P2P network.
7. The miner nodes will have to access ≥ k secret shareholders and retrieve the data of

Ske shares.
8. Decrypt Ske encrypted shares to retrieve the secret shares S1 to Sk as a (k, n)-threshold

is required to reconstruct the secret S’.
9. Compute the hash S‘ as H(S‘) and match it with the broadcasted value H(S); if matched,

then the miner will forward the secret number S‘ and staked coins to the super node.
10. The super node verifies the sent secret and, if verified, grants block generation rights

to that miner.

6.2. Phase 2 (PoS with Randomized Selection)

1. Calculate the target value for the current forger Fi by the formula given in (3).
2. Compute a hash value for a new block using the private key of Fi, and the secret

number S revealed.
3. Extract the first 64 bits of this hash value as “hit value”.
4. Match this hit value to the specified target value.
5. If target value≥ hit value, then Fi can successfully create the new block and broadcast

this block with all the P2P nodes.
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6. If the majority of P2P nodes verify this block, it is added to the current chain, and the
transaction fee as block rewards will be released to forger Fi and super node in an
80–20 ratio, respectively.

7. If forger Fi creates a malicious block, then the staked reputation coins will be lost, and
that forger Fi will have to wait for a specified amount of time to take part in the next
block creation round in the future.

7. Analysis of Proposed Consensus Algorithm (DPoAC)

An analysis of our novel consensus algorithm DPoAC with respect to fault tolerance,
resource saving, computational complexity, and security is examined in this part.

(a) Fault Tolerance: A blockchain is, at its core, a distributed, decentralized system sup-
ported by a shared ledger. Although numerous consensus methods have been devised
to retain consent on a consistent state of the system across all participants, there is still
a potential that this consent may not be observed owing to the presence of certain
faults. Fault tolerance is defined as the effort to obtain and preserve this consent in
the network of potential faults. A (k, n)—threshold secret sharing scheme has been
utilized in our novel protocol that needs atleast k shares to be accessed in order to
reveal a secret. Hence, the tolerance rate could be improved by limiting the access
to more than k − 1 distinct shares. Thus, we can select the relatively large threshold
value, and consensus can still be achieved.

(b) Resource Saving: Block generation rights are neither directly proportional to computa-
tion power as in PoW nor accumulated stake directly as in PoS, hence nodes reduce
the wastage of computational resources. In the proposed algorithm, a node has to
prove the possession of shares and has to reveal the secret number to become the
block generator. Hence, this protocol would not only save significant resources but
also reduce the energy required to run a consensus protocol.

(c) Computational Complexity: The average CPU time required to recreate a secret is directly
proportional to the number of shares. This is due to the fact that the time taken to
encrypt each share rises in direct proportion to the amount of shares, resulting in a
significant increase in computational complexity.

(d) Security: The proposed consensus algorithm will be resistant to various types of
malicious attacks, described as below:

1. 51% attack: For the consensus protocol based on proof of effort only that is compu-
tational resources in PoW, stake in PoS, activity in PoA, etc., which creates a room
for gaining access to more than 50% of these resources for a successful attack. How-
ever, in the proposed consensus algorithm, we combined two approaches that would
definitely increase the cost of malicious attacks and enhance system security.

2. DDoS attack: The probability of a DDoS attack on a P2P node or delegated super node
is insignificant and will not violate the protocol because of the random selection and
penalty mechanism for malicious behavior induced in the proposed algorithm.

3. Sybil attack: In the blockchain system, any fraudulent node might pretend to be mul-
tiple nodes to seize control of the whole network and engage in undesired activities.
Because the proposed algorithm is a combination of secret sharing and proof of stake
with randomized selection, the malicious node needs to pay a stake that would be
lost due to such activities. Hence, the proposed algorithm is capable of limiting such
types of attacks.

8. Discussion

In this section, we analyze the compatibility of the existing consensus algorithm in IoT
networks, and a comparison of these existing algorithms with DPoAC is explored.
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8.1. Blockchain—IoT Convergence

Blockchain creates a P2P network that shares computing and memory needs across
all network devices. Therefore, the overhead of setting up and maintaining centralized
clouds, data centers, and networking equipment is minimized. A single point of failure
issue can also be addressed by such a communication model based on decentralization [25].
A cryptographic algorithm as a major building block of blockchain allows this structure
to possess built-in security and privacy provisions in IoT networks. Furthermore, the
immutable nature of a distributed ledger makes blockchain capable of solving the data
integrity issues related to IoT devices [26].

Although the built-in features of blockchain ensure security, data integrity, lack of
central authority, and many more, it is relatively difficult to deploy blockchain in resource-
limited IoT networks because of the reasons listed below.

1. The computational-intensive nature of the existing consensus algorithm restricts the
use of blockchain in many applications including IoT/IIoT. IoT devices come with
limited computation and storage capabilities and are unable to solve mathematical
puzzles (as in PoW) that are required to create a new block.

2. Huge energy and resource consumption requirements of existing consensus algo-
rithms, making the system unsuitable to use with IoT devices with limited resources.

3. IoT networks are composed of a wide range of devices that need continuous commu-
nication with other devices and fast responses. Hence, there is a need to create blocks
every second, demanding low-latency consensus protocols [27].

As a result, utilizing innovative consensus mechanisms with lower processing needs,
network costs, and delay is a more practical alternative for empowering integrated IoT–
blockchain networks [28].

8.2. Comparison of DPoAC with Existing Consensus Protocols

Consensus protocols are major elements of any blockchain application because of the
provision of the mutual agreement provided by these protocols so as to decide which block
should be included in the network. The privacy and reliability offered by a blockchain
system can be easily judged by the degree of privacy and reliability offered by its under-
pinned consensus method [28]. Throughout the years, a plethora of consensus have been
proposed and implemented specific to applications. However, conventional protocols have
many shortcomings that make them unsuitable for resource-constrained IoT/IIoT networks.
Therefore, a new consensus protocol is suggested in this work to overcome these limitations.
In this section, existing consensus algorithms are discussed in brief, and a comparison of
these algorithms with DPoAC is provided.

8.2.1. Proof of Work (PoW)

Bitcoin pioneered the use of PoW. It is the most widely used consensus mechanism. It
is a computationally expensive method in which participants must solve a cryptographic
problem. Many computation resources have been used by participant nodes known as
miners in order to solve this problem [29]. The participant who solves this challenge
first will be granted block generation privileges. The solved block is then transmitted
throughout the network for validation from other participants [2]. A miner must compute
a unique nonce (number used only once) value to solve the cryptographic challenge, and
that nonce value must be below the specified target. The mechanism for obtaining the
appropriate nonce value for a block is a mathematically difficult and time-consuming
operation that can only be accomplished by miners using a brute-force approach [30].
Because miners consume a lot of resources, these nodes are also given mining rewards in
addition to the transaction fee [2]. It is important to note that the mining difficulty in the
network is determined by the target value. The mining difficulty level decreases with an
increase in target value, whereas the difficulty level of mining increases when there is a
decrease in the target value. In Bitcoin, the difficulty level is controlled in such a way that
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a new block must be produced every 10 min [31]. Although PoW has been shown as an
efficient strategy for Bitcoin in the past, it may not be practicable for IoT networks because
of high processing, energy, and bandwidth requirements.

8.2.2. Proof of Stake (PoS)

Proof of Stake (PoS) is the next extensively utilized consensus approach in cryptocur-
rencies following PoW. A clear distinction between PoW and PoS is that it does not cause
participants to compete to solve a computationally intensive problem. This approach selects
a node at random to mine the next block depending upon the accumulated stake held by
that node in the network. Rather than solving a complicated hash challenge, the chosen
node will use a digital signature to confirm its stake ownership. Consequently, it does not
need a large amount of computer resources. However, any malicious activity committed by
the selected node would cause the loss of staked coins [2]. The necessity of stake in terms
of cryptocurrencies, which is not applicable in IoT systems, is the fundamental constraint
of this technique to get utilized in IoT networks [28].

8.2.3. Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS)

Although this strategy is based on PoS, there are substantial differences between the
two. This process includes the majority of stakeholders electing a group of representatives
known as delegates. These delegates are then in charge of network management. A
delegate from the set of delegates is selected in a round-robin manner to mine the block. If a
delegate is unable to produce a block within the specified deadline, the next delegate from
the set will be selected. The set of delegates will be re-elected after a fixed period of time.
A fraudulent delegate can be identified and removed using built-in techniques in DPoS.
When compared to PoW and PoS, DPoS is a more cost-effective and high-performance
consensus technique but at the cost of decentralization of the blockchain network [2,28].
DPoS is particularly fascinating for IoT systems because of these characteristics. However,
the primary constraint for DPoS in IoT environments is its reliance on economic stakes to
select delegates [28].

8.2.4. Proof of Activity (PoA)

This hybrid algorithm combines the features of PoW and PoS. This process works in
two stages. In the first, it works similarly to PoW to solve the target hash. There are no
transactions in the solved block, just the block header and winner miner’s address. The
transactions are then included in this block so as to move towards the second stage, i.e., PoS.
The block header is then signed, and the transactions are validated by a set of validators [2].
This technique is less vulnerable to attacks, but it may result in longer delays, which may
be unacceptable for time-sensitive IoT applications [32].

8.2.5. Delegated Proof of Accessibility (DPoAC)

Shamir’s secret sharing method, PoS with randomized selection, and IPFS are all
used in the proposed approach. This hybrid algorithm is divided into two steps. Initially,
a delegated super node will be chosen at random to produce a secret and breakdown a
secret into n separate shares. After encryption, these secret shares will be kept on the IPFS
network. The miner nodes will compete to gain access to secret shareholders to divulge
the secret. To discover the exact secret, a minimum of k shareholders must be accessible.
The miner who successfully regenerates the secret is referred to as the forger node. The
secret will then be sent to the delegated super node together with the staked reputation
coins by the forger node. Upon verification of the correct secret, block generation rights
are granted to that forger. In the following stage, PoS with randomization will be used to
calculate the correct hash value by the using secret value that was just disclosed. Hash
functions are appropriate for usage in several applications, including blockchain due to
their lack of collision and ease of computation [33]. The forger and delegated super node
will receive rewards in an 80-20 ratio for each valid block. A malicious forger node will
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lose all of its reputation coins and will be either prohibited from mining or removed from
the network. This technique will aid in the prevention of various malicious attempts.

We employ IPFS-a decentralized P2P system idea, to store and retrieve secret shares
in an IoT system, eliminating the restrictions of the client–server model and assure data
privacy as well as reliable data retrieval with less latency. Hence, this suggested protocol
provides a novel combination of secret sharing with IPFS and PoS to address the high
resource needs, cryptocurrency reliance, and energy consumption issues encountered
by mainstream consensus protocols, making DPoAC a desirable alternative for usage in
IoT/IIoT networks.

In Table 1, a comparison of the aforementioned consensus algorithms is provided
based on some performance parameters. Our proposed algorithm is expected to overcome
the limitations of the existing consensus algorithm to prove its candidature for IoT/IIoT
applicability. DPoAC would be preferable to PoW because it does not require a large
amount of resources to obtain block creation rights; instead, it would only need to access a
small number of IPFS nodes to reveal a secret, which would be quite cost effective. This will
eliminate resource and energy consumption issues in IoT systems with limited resources.
Furthermore, because it does not require a monetary stake to generate new blocks, our
suggested technique is well suited to be used in the IoT as an alternative to PoS and
its variations.

Table 1. Comparison of mainstream consensus algorithms against DPoAC [2,28,34–39].

PoW PoS DPoS PoA Proposed Protocol
DPoAC

Access Public Public Public Permissioned Public

Assignment of
Accounting Rights Computing power Stake Stake votes Activity based Access to secret

shares

Decentralization
Level High High Medium Low Medium

Accounting Nodes Whole network Whole network Selected nodes Selected nodes Whole network

Delay High Medium Medium High Medium

Throughput
Capacity Low Medium High Low High

Computing
Overhead High Medium Medium High Low

Network
Overhead Low Low N/A Low Low

Storage Overhead High High High High Low

Scalability Not scalable Scalable Partially Scalable Partially Scalable Scalable

IoT Applicability

Not applicable
due to high

resource
requirement

Partially applicable
due to monetized

stake

Partially applicable
due to monetized

stake

Not applicable due
to monetized stake
and high latency

Fully applicable
due to the use of

reputation value as
stake and reduced
resource needs to

reveal secret

Security

Vulnerable to
51 percent attack,
Sybil and DDoS

attack.

Less vulnerable to
51 percent attack as
compared to PoW,
vulnerable to Sybil
and DDoS attack

Less vulnerable to
51% attack than

PoW, vulnerable to
Sybil and

DDoS attack

Removes
51 percent attack
threat, Sybil and
DDoS attack due

to permis-
sioned network

Capable of
eliminating

51 percent attack,
Sybil attack, and
DDoS attack to a

great extent

Mining Rewards In monetary terms In monetary terms In monetary terms In monetary terms In reputation value
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9. Conclusions

We proposed a new consensus mechanism, DPoAC, based on Shamir’s secret sharing,
IPFS, and PoS with random selection in this work. The use of randomization when choosing
a node to construct a secret guarantees that every node in the network is treated fairly.
Furthermore, the incorporation of IPFS into the intended scheme provides data privacy and
encrypted communication with reliable data retrieval in a peer-to-peer decentralized archi-
tecture. Detailed system design and algorithm flows were provided. Finally, DPoAC was
evaluated on various parameters such as fault tolerance, resource saving, computational
complexity, and security. The proposed system imposes less severe implications on the
aforementioned parameters as compared to existing mainstream consensus protocols. A
thorough discussion of existing mainstream consensus algorithms was provided, and their
applicability in IoT systems was accessed. In addition, the proposed algorithm, DPoAC,
was compared with these existing consensus algorithms based on a set of important per-
formance parameters. Our proposed method is expected to achieve desired performance
and accuracy.

In the future, we plan to undertake large-scale experimentation to prove the validity of
our proposed protocol and compare its performance against existing consensus algorithms
based on these specified parameters.
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